
 
 
 
 
 

ANSWERS 
What3words is a smartphone app and is an easy way to identify precise locations. Every 3m square in the 
world has been given a unique combination of three words: a what3words address. 
What3words can help find unclear addresses and hard-to-find locations. The emergency services have 
hailed it for its ability to potentially save lives. 
We can also have some fun with it. Download the app and you are ready to go. Keep the app on your 
phone, you never know when you might need it! 
 

Use the “What3words” address     Use the locations to answer  
to find the following locations: the following:   
   
01) passion.tomato.only  At one time The Jubilee Cafe  Harbour Office 
 

02) perfectly.crystal.dispenser A  broken mast    Eliza Adams memorial 
 

03) natural.tuck.sniff  What is the number of this crustacean's abode No.38 (Crab House) 
 

04) trap.carting.iterative     A vessel you would find on the Bank Dogger (Lane) 
 

05) polka.vanilla.harmonica  What year did the 4th emergency service move in? 1884 
 

06) grips.kickers.slower  This will give you your location  Wells Town sign 
 

07) encourage.initial.fixed  Sir Francis Drake would be familiar with this.     (Wells Town) Bowls (Club) 
 

08) credit.hockey.guitars  Henry V, William Tell & Robin Hood could practise here. The Buttlands 
 

09) comet.episode.craftsmen Always in the moment    The Present House 
 

10) query.pirate.stump  Fix water ingress on this incline  Plummers Hill 
 

11) pushed.polite.deferring  The remains of Captain Ahab's nemesis Whalebone Yard 
 

12) waters.revisits.bags  Wells needs these     Pump 
 

13) spellings.headed.interrupted Paddington Bear's compatriots.  Alpacas     
 

14) froth.loophole.partners  A fishy entrance to education       Old School 
 

15) thumb.galloped.centuries WH Smith - it's not   Old Station Bookshop 
 

16) mandolin.entitles.hears  Prayers here before you can read Library 
 

17) wildfires.relieves.mime  Unwelcome visitors   Invaders (Court) 
 

18) richest.wound.afflict  Rose, Marigold and Rosemary in the mix Soap Shop 
 

19) december.mistaking.tank Shows why you wouldn't have wanted to stand here in 2013Flood levels 
 

20) logbook.dined.dreamer  The curse of the Ancient Mariner Albatros 
 

21) encloses.fixture.fails  Whose Lord of the Flies?  Goldings 
 

22) community.fidgeted.detonated That made me jump!   Bang 
 

23) conveying.fattening.stove An unusual ornithological sighting for Wells Eagles 
 

24) prowess.quicksand.cabinets Columbus – the future king?  Christopher William 
 

25) directs.plausible.tower  Jason and the Argonauts searched for this Golden Fleece 


